
BRE1408: A reverse-introgression and genomics strategy to develop and 
characterize chickpea germplasm for yield and climate resilience traits 

 
Chickpea is well known to have a narrow genetic base, consequently, limiting our ability to 
expand the cultivation of the crop into new environments, such as Western Canada, as well as 
our breeding effort to improve stress tolerance and other economically important traits. Wild 
species of chickpea are important but underutilized resource for crop improvement. Many 
valuable traits have been identified in wild Cicer species. Exploitation of wild relatives offers 
opportunities for identifying genetic variation not only for major gene traits, but also for 
potentially more complex/quantitative traits. 

 
The research activities at the Crop Development Centre address the following specific 
objectives: 1) introduce wild diversity into phenology-normalized backgrounds suitable to 
Western Canadian environment so that it is amenable for trait assessment and use in breeding 
for Western Canada; 2) characterize the material by systematic phenotyping under Western 
Canadian environments, and 3) develop a predictive network of genotype-phenotype 
associations that explicitly identifies and quantifies the contributions of agronomically useful 
alleles. This research is part of a larger research effort. led by the University of California-Davis, 
and involving partners from other universities in USA, Turkey, Australia, India, and Ethiopia. 

 
To date research activities at the CDC have developed 40 F2 populations from crosses between 
the adapted cultivars (CDC Leader and CDC Consul) with each of the 20 accessions of C. 
reticulatum. We have screened the F2 populations for genes for early flowering and upright 
growth habit based on DNA sequence variation (SNP = single nucleotide polymorphism) using 
DNA from scratch cotyledon, a technique developed in our lab. This selection normalized the 
phenology of the progeny/genetic stocks for flowering time and growth habit characteristics of 
cultivars. The selected plants flowered early and displayed an upright growth habit following the 
cultivated parent as opposed to a spreading or sprawling growth habit like the wild parent. The 
most diverse F2 plants within each population that have fixed flowering and growth habit for the 
cultivated type were selected and intercrossed to create diverse progeny lines. We also made 
some additional intercrosses of the F2 plants from different populations creating a wealth 
of genetic resources for breeding application. 

 
We have completed the screening of the selected wild accessions for important traits such as 
ascochyta blight reaction, seed composition (iron, carotenoids, anti-nutrients), and frost 
tolerance. The results showed no improved resistance to ascochyta blight in the wild collection. 
Similarly, all the wild accessions also had much lower carotenoid content compared to the 
content in the existing cultivated chickpeas. Two accessions of the wild chickpea showed higher 
seed iron concentration and better frost tolerance compared to the cultivated species. Progeny 
from crosses with these two accessions will be used in biofortification efforts to increase seed 
iron concentration and in improvement of frost tolerance in the cultivated chickpea. To date the 
project partners simultaneously screened the accessions for other traits such as drought 
tolerance, root architecture and heat tolerance, interaction with Rhizobium and nitrogen fixation, 
and reaction to root diseases. All the data will be shared among the members of the project 
partners allowing us to use such information to select our materials. 


